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The estimation of flood quantiles is a crucial point in flood risk analysis and in the calculation of a design flood. In
this context, the method of Probabilistic Regional Envelope Curves (PRECs) has enhanced the traditional method
of envelope curves by assigning a recurrence interval to a REC (Castellarin et al., 2005). In this study, PRECs
were derived for Saxony/Germany using 89 gauges.
In order to estimate the reliability of PREC results, PRECs were derived for several pooling groups using two
different pooling methods (cluster analysis, Region of Influence) and behavioural subsets of catchment descriptors.
Each pooling group was checked for homogeneity by the heterogeneity measure. Next, a PREC was calculated
for each pooling group. By a leave-one-out jack-knifing approach, the reliability of PREC results for ungauged
catchments (PREC-JK) was compared with a traditional index flood approach.
The sensitivity analysis of PREC points out that the results of PREC vary in discharge as well as in recurrence
interval. A comparison of both pooling methods gives a similar reliability of the PREC results. An overall
performance index affirms that mean as well as standard deviation of the relative error of PREC-JK are increasing
for higher thresholds of the heterogeneity measure.
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